Let x be a Banach space, K a non-empty closed subset of X and T:KX a mapping satisfying the contractive definition (1.1) below and the condition T(OK)C.K. Then T has a unique fixed point in K. This result improves Theorem of Rhoades [1] and generalizes the corresponding theorem of Assad [2] .
INTRODUCTION.
Let X be a Banach space and K a closed subset of X. In many applications the domain of a considered function is K, but the codomen is not entirely included in K. So it is of interest to amplify a class of such mappings which have a fixed point. Rhoades [1] introduced a class of nonself mappings T of K into X which satisfy the following contractive definition d(Tx, Ty) <_ h max{d(z, y)/2, d(x, Tx), d(y, Ty), [d(z, Ty) + d(y, Tx)]/q}, (1.1) where h and q are reals satisfying 0 < h < 1,q >_ + 2h. Rhoades proved that if T(i)K) c_ K, then T has a unique fixed point. As pointed out by Rhoades In this paper we shall use the fact that, if E K and y it K, then there exists a point z _ OK, the boundary of K, such that d(.,z)+d(z,y)= d(x,y). THEOREM 2.1. Let X be a Banach space, K a non-empty closed subset of X and T:K--,,X a mapping satisfying (1.2) on K and such that T(OK)c_ K. Then T has a unique fixed point in K at which T is continuous.
PROOF. Let r 0 c K be arbitrary point. Define two sequences {x,,} and {x,} satisfying the following conditions:
Let P {z k {z,,}:zk z,} and Q {z {z,,}: # ri,}. Note that {,,} c_ K and if ,, Q, then
x._ and r. + belong to P, since by T(OK) c_ K we cannot have two consecutive points of From (1.2) it is easy to obtain We shall estimate d(z.,z.+ 1)-Actually, we have three cases to consider: Case I: :,,, z,, + 6 P, Case II: :,, P, z. + 6 Q, Case III: z. , r. + P.
It is easily seen that Cases and II imply Suppose that (2.7) implies d(znl'Zn 4-1) -h'[d(zn-2'n 1) 4" d(znl'n + 1) 4" d(T'n-l'Zn)]]( a 4" h). 
